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As the center of the penalty system, the fixed-term imprisonment 
occupies a vital important position in the free punishment. The term is the 
core of the fixed-term imprisonment. The upper limit of the fixed-term 
imprisonment decides the severe penalty structure of our country. Therefore, 
the reasonable term not only affects the avail of the fix-term imprisonment, 
but also determines the whole penalty structure. So it has profound 
significance to improve and perfect the upper limit of fixed-term 
imprisonment. 
This article comprises five parts: 
The first chapter is an overview of the fixed-term imprisonment, 
including its basic characteristics, and the evolution of the upper limit. 
The second chapter emphasizes the basis of enhancing the upper limit 
of fixed-term imprisonment of our country. The author systemically proves 
that we should raise the upper limit of fix-term imprisonment, respectively 
from three aspects which contain the rising span of average life, the benefit 
of abolishing the death penalty, and the requirement of our current criminal 
policy, and also quotes a few countries and regions’ legislations to give 
complement demonstration. 
The third chapter analyses the problems triggered by enhancing upper 
limit of fixed-term imprisonment, and proposes the solutions. It mainly 
discusses the severe penalty crisis of our penalty structure, the predicament 
initiated by extended judicial discretion, and the increase of the penalty cost. 
Besides, it also provides the corresponding measures of improvement and 
prevention. 
The fourth chapter is the author’s consideration on the setting of upper 















Through evaluating each kind of viewpoints about the upper limit set of 
fixed-term imprisonment of our country, the author holds that the ceiling of 
fixed-term imprisonment should be raised to 20 years, while Combined 
Punishment should be raised to 30 years. 
The fifth chapter puts forward some concrete advices on the correction 
of executive system, as the upper limit of fix-term imprisonment having 
raised, including commutation and parole. Aiming at the existing problems 
and further modulating of penalty system, the reform ideas and measures are 
proposed to make the penalty structure of our country more rational. 
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① 司法部建议增设 20 年或 30 年长期刑逐渐减少死刑[EB/OL]．  
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